<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Award Info:</th>
<th>Description:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>Award up to $80,000 to fund postdoc/grad students.</td>
<td>The ARA program funds projects conducted primarily by PhD students or post docs, under the supervision of the faculty member awarded the funds. To encourage collaboration and the sharing of insights, each funded proposal team is assigned an appropriate Amazon research contact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deadline is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Foundation</td>
<td>The Small Research Grants Program supports education research projects that will contribute to the improvement of education, broadly conceived, with budgets up to $50,000 for projects ranging from one to five years. We accept applications three times per year.</td>
<td>This program is &quot;field-initiated&quot; in that proposal submissions are not in response to a specific request for a particular research topic, discipline, design, method, or location. Our goal for this program is to support rigorous, intellectually ambitious and technically sound research that...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Funding for 1 PhD student; awarded as unrestricted gift to University</td>
<td>Providing unrestricted gifts as support for research at institutions around the world. The program is focused on funding world-class technical research in Computer Science, Engineering, and related fields.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>Each award will include a 24-month base period (a maximum of $500,000) and a 12-month option period (a maximum of $500,000).</td>
<td>ONR's Young Investigator Program (YIP) seeks to identify and support academic scientists and engineers who are in their first or second full-time tenure-track or tenure-track-equivalent academic appointment, who have received their PhD or equivalent degree on or after 01 January 2012, and who show exceptional...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RFP is typically posted to the Grants.gov, and fbo.gov websites between July and August.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Maximizing Investigators’ Research Award for Early Stage Investigators (R35)**

- **Sponsor**: NIH/NIGMS
- **Deadlines**: Sponsor: Jan 17, 2021
- **Award Info**: Applications may request up to $250,000 direct costs per year. Investigators are encouraged to request what is actually well justified for their research program. Budget categories should not include inflationary escalation for recurring costs in out-years. Cost efficiency is one of the goals of the...
- **Description**: The Maximizing Investigators’ Research Award (MIRA) under this FOA is a grant to provide support for the program of research in an early stage investigator’s laboratory that falls within the mission of NIGMS. For the purpose of this FOA, a program of research is the collection of projects in...

**Junior Faculty Development**

- **Sponsor**: American Diabetes Association
- **Deadlines**: Sponsor: Nov 16, 2020
- **Award Info**: Maximum Funding: $138,000/year, plus optional student loan repayment ($10K/year)
  Support: Project support & PI salary up to $75K (excluding fringe)
  Indirect Support: Up to 10% of directs
  The deadline for applications will be November 16, 2020 by 5:00pm ET for July 1, 2021 funding.
- **Description**: Award Term: 2-4 years
  Applicant: Any level faculty up to & including Assistant Prof or equivalent, ≤10 years research experience beyond terminal degree
  Citizenship: Authorized to work in U.S. or U.S. possessions

**Grants-in-Aid**

- **Sponsor**: Whitehall Foundation
- **Deadlines**: Sponsor: Oct 1, 2020
- **Award Info**: Grants-in-Aid are awarded for a one-year period and do not exceed $30,000.
- **Description**: Must hold Assistant Professor rank; January 15, April 15, October 1 for Letter of Intent deadlines. One application per year, per Investigator

**Henry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards Program**

- **Sponsor**: Dreyfus
- **Anticipated Deadlines**: Internal: Jun 28, 2021
  Sponsor: Aug 6, 2021
- **Limited Submission**: Limit: 1
  Applied: 0
- **Award Info**: The Henry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award provides a $75,000 unrestricted research grant. Of the total amount, $5,000 is to be allocated for departmental expenses associated with research and education. Charges associated with indirect costs or institutional overhead are not allowed. Defrayal of academic-year..
- **Description**: The Henry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards Program supports the research and teaching careers of talented young faculty in the chemical sciences at undergraduate institutions. Based on institutional nominations, the program provides discretionary funding to faculty at an early stage in their careers. ands...

**Early Career Awards**

- **Sponsor**: Thrasher Research Fund
- **Deadlines**: Sponsor: Sep 15, 2020
### YOUNG INV

**Fellowship Awards in Neuroscience**

**Sponsor:** The Esther A. & Joseph Klingenstein Fund, Inc.

**Anticipated Deadlines:** Sponsor: Feb 15, 2021

**Award Info:** Maximum of $25,000 in direct costs for the entire grant. The duration of the project can be up to two years. Indirect costs of no more than 7% of direct costs will be paid on Early Career Award Program grants.

**Description:** No more than 3 years past completion of doctoral degree; March and September deadline.

**View Opportunity Details**

### YOUNG INV

**Distinguished Scientist Award**

**Sponsor:** Sontag Foundation

**Anticipated Deadlines:** Sponsor: Mar 16, 2021

**Award Info:** $225,000 for 3 years

**Description:** Within 4 years of completed postdoc training and start of tenure track appointment; February Deadline

**View Opportunity Details**

### YOUNG INV

**Cottrell Scholars Award**

**Sponsor:** RCSA

**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Aug 15, 2020

**Award Info:** The award provides $100,000 in funding over a three-year period. Budgets are not required.

**Description:** The Cottrell Scholar Award (CSA) is available to early career faculty at US research universities and primarily undergraduate institutions. Eligible applicants are tenure-track faculty members who hold an appointment in a chemistry, physics or astronomy department that offers bachelor’s and/or graduate...
| Award Info: | The Stage 1 award will be for two years ($200,000 per year ($400,000 total) with the opportunity for up to two additional years of funding (up to four years total for $800,000)). Indirect costs are not allowed. |
| Description: | The Innovation Award is specifically designed to provide funding to extraordinary early career researchers who have an innovative new idea but lack sufficient preliminary data to obtain traditional funding. Applicants must belong to one of the following categories: Tenure-track Assistant... |

**Linguistics Program - Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Awards (Ling-DDRI)**

| Sponsor | NSF/SBE |
| Deadlines | Sponsor: Jul 15, 2020 |
| Award Info: | Proposal budgets cannot exceed $12,000 in direct costs for the entire duration of the award. The maximum project duration is 24 months. |
| Description: | DDRI proposals must be submitted with a principal investigator (PI) and a co-principal investigator (co-PI). The PI must be the advisor of the doctoral student or another faculty member at the U.S. university where the doctoral student is enrolled. The doctoral student must be a co-PI. |

**Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) - Life Sciences, Geosciences**

| Sponsor | NSF |
| Deadlines | Sponsor: Oct 19, 2020 |
| Award Info: | awards up to $46,000 |
| Description: | The program recognizes and supports outstanding graduate students who are pursuing full-time research-based master's and doctoral degrees in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) or in STEM education. The GRFP provides three years of support for the graduate education of individuals... |

**Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) - Psychology, Social Sciences, STEM Education and Learning**

| Sponsor | NSF |
| Deadlines | Sponsor: Oct 22, 2020 |
| Award Info: | awards up to $46,000 |
| Description: | The NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program recognizes and supports outstanding graduate students in NSF-supported science, technology, engineering, and mathematics disciplines who are pursuing research-based Master's and doctoral degrees at accredited United States institutions; late-October deadline |

**Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) - Chemistry, Mathematical Sciences, Physics and Astronomy**

| Sponsor | NSF |
| Deadlines | Sponsor: Oct 23, 2020 |
| Award Info: | awards up to $46,000 |
| Description: | The NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program recognizes and supports outstanding graduate students in NSF-supported science, technology, engineering, and mathematics disciplines who are pursuing research-based Master's and doctoral degrees at accredited United States institutions; late-October deadline |

**SBE Postdoctoral Research Fellowships (SPRF)**

<p>| Sponsor | NSF |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sponsor</strong></th>
<th><strong>Award Info:</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 1, 2020</td>
<td>up to 24 months at a level of $69,000 per year</td>
<td>Obtained a doctoral degree in the SBE sciences within 36 months before the application deadline or will obtain the doctoral degree within 10 months after the application deadline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POSTDOC** **Career Awards for Medical Scientists (CAMS)**

- **Sponsor**: BWF
- **Deadlines**: Oct 1, 2020
- **Award Info:** The CAMS award of $700,000 is a five year program.
- **Description:** The Career Awards for Medical Scientists (CAMS) is a highly competitive program that provides awards for physician-scientists, who are committed to an academic career, to bridge advanced postdoctoral/fellowship training and the early years of faculty service. Proposals must be in the area...

**POSTDOC** **Autism Research Initiative Bridge to Independence**

- **Sponsor**: Simons Foundation
- **Deadlines**: Mar 2, 2021
- **Award Info:** Awarded will receive a commitment of $495,000 over three years, activated upon assumption of a tenure-track professorship.
- **Description:** This request for applications (RFA) is aimed at senior postdoctoral fellows who intend to seek tenure-track faculty positions during the 2019-2020 academic year. BTI grants are awarded through a multi-stage process. The first stage is a competitive process in which Letters of Intent (LOIs)...

**POSTDOC** **Earth Sciences Postdoctoral Fellowships (EAR-PF)**

- **Sponsor**: NSF
- **Deadlines**: Sep 9, 2020
- **Award Info:** Up to 24 full-time-equivalent months of support may be requested.
- **Description:** The Division of Earth Sciences (EAR) awards Postdoctoral Fellowships to recent recipients of doctoral degrees to conduct an integrated program of independent research and professional development. Fellowship proposals must address scientific questions within the scope of EAR disciplinary programs and...

**GRADUATE** **Geography and Spatial Sciences Program - Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Awards (GSS-DDRI)**

- **Sponsor**: NSF/BCS
- **Award Info:** Proposals are accepted anytime.
- **Description:** As noted in the title of the awards, DDRI awards are meant to improve the conduct of the dissertation research. DDRI proposals must be submitted with a principal investigator (PI) and a co-principal investigator (co-PI).

**The David C. Shanks - Postdoctoral Research (CAMS)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Award Info:</th>
<th>Description:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFAR</td>
<td>Up to $150,000 per one-year grant is available from FFAR, with the requirement that recipients provide equal or greater matching funds from non-U.S. federal sources.</td>
<td>Proposals are accepted anytime. (ROAR) provides nimble deployment of funds to support research and outreach in response to emerging or unanticipated threats to the nation's food supply or agricultural systems. ROAR participants, including but not limited to university researchers, farmers…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>Awards will be up to $1,500,000 in direct costs (the equivalent of $300,000 in Direct Costs each year for five years). Awardees are required to commit at least three person-months (25%) of their research effort each year to activities supported by the New Innovator Award.</td>
<td>The NIH Director's New Innovator Award is different from traditional NIH grants in several ways. It is designed specifically to…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD/Congressional Directed Medical Research</td>
<td>4 year period of performance; $1,000,000 direct cost maximum (single PI option) 4 year period of performance; $1,155,000 direct cost maximum (partnering PI option)</td>
<td>Preapplication required; full proposal accepted only by invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD/Congressional Directed Medical Research</td>
<td>$750,000 maximum 3 year period of performance</td>
<td>Pre-Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binational Agriculture Research &amp; Dev Fund</td>
<td>Award duration</td>
<td>Award duration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Award Info:</th>
<th>Description:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BARD United States-Israel Binational Agricultural Research and Development Fund</td>
<td>BARD project including inte American sci</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Vaadia-BARD Postdoctoral Fellowship Program

**Sponsor:** Binational Agriculture Research & Dev Fu

**Award Info:** Award amount: $37,000 including travel expenses + $8,000 dependent allowance.

**Description:**
The Vaadia-BARD Postdoctoral Fellowship program is designed to identify and support young scientists who will eventually become leaders in agricultural sciences and technologies in universities and research institutes in the United States and Israel. The primary objective of the fellowship is to enable young scientists to... 

**Purpose:** To enable Ph.D. students in one country (the United States or Israel) to travel to the other country (Israel or the United States) in order to acquire new skills and techniques in their field of study. The exchange will promote collaboration between scientists of both countries...

**Senior Research Fellowship Program**

**Sponsor:** Binational Agriculture Research & Dev Fu

**Award Info:** Award amount: $1500 per month and $2000 to cover travel costs.

**Description:**
Purpose: The objective of the senior Research Fellowship is to promote cooperative agricultural research between established scientists from the United States and hosts from Israel. Such fellowships should provide BARD and its scientists with input into advanced research areas and...

**The BARD International Workshop Grant**

**Sponsor:** Binational Agriculture Research & Dev Fu

**Award Info:** Award amount: Varies: $20,000 to $45,000

**Description:**
The purpose of the BARD workshop is to identify research needs in areas of new development, to define directions and opportunities regarding contemporary agricultural needs and provide information needed to address policy issues. The workshop is intended to promote increased...

**CISE Community Research Infrastructure (CCRI)**

**Sponsor:** NSF

**Award Info:** NSF expects to make the following types of award(s): Standard or Continuing Grants. Up to 10 New awards, up to 5 ENS awards, and 3-5 Planning awards are anticipated in each competition. The majority of the New awards will be made in the $750,000 - $1,500,000 Medium range. A small number of Grand awards...

**Description:**
The Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) Community Research Infrastructure (CCRI) program drives discovery and learning in the core CISE disciplines of the three participating divisions [(Computing and Communication Foundations (CCF), Computer and Network Systems (CNS), and Information...
**FACULTY**

**Energy Frontier Research Centers**

- **Sponsor**: DOE/OS
- **Anticipated Deadlines**: Internal: Dec 10, 2020  
  Sponsor: Jan 16, 2021
- **Limited Submission**: Limit: 2  
  Applied: 0
- **Award Info**: DOE anticipates that award sizes will range from $2,000,000 per year to $4,000,000 per year. Awards are expected to be made for a period of up to four years.
- **Description**: Applications will be required to address priority research directions and opportunities identified in recent BES workshop and roundtable reports, the scientific grand challenges identified in the report Directing Matter and Energy: Five Challenges for Science and the Imagination, and the opportunities...

**FACULTY**

**Lung Cancer Discovery Award**

- **Sponsor**: American Lung Association
- **Anticipated Deadlines**: Sponsor: Oct 3, 2020
- **Award Info**: The Lung Cancer Discovery Award is for $100,000 per year for up to two years.
- **Description**: The Lung Cancer Discovery Award is for $100,000 per year for up to two years. The objective of the Lung Cancer Discovery Award is to support independent investigators conducting clinical, laboratory, epidemiological or any groundbreaking project aimed at revolutionizing our current understanding...

**FACULTY**

**The Allergic Respiratory Diseases Research Award**

- **Sponsor**: American Lung Association
- **Anticipated Deadlines**: Sponsor: Dec 12, 2020
- **Award Info**: The Allergic Respiratory Diseases Research Award is for $75,000 per year, for up to two years. No more than 75% of the requested budget may be used for an awardee’s salary and/or fringe benefits and no more than 30% of the total award budget may be used to fund the purchase of permanent equipment.
- **Description**: Award recipients will be selected by a review panel composed of American Lung Association and American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology representatives. Awards are administered by the American Lung Association but the funding of the awards is split equally by the associations.

**FACULTY**

**American Lung Association Catalyst Award**

- **Sponsor**: American Lung Association
- **Anticipated Deadlines**: Sponsor: Dec 12, 2020
- **Award Info**: The Catalyst Grant is for $50,000 per year, for up to two years.
- **Description**: The American Lung Association Catalyst Award is a mentored award meant to support outstanding investigators on the path to independence for research into the mechanisms of lung disease and general lung biology. Preference is given to projects that are novel; innovative in design/approach; utilize modern...

**FACULTY**

**Public Policy Research Award**

- **Sponsor**: American Lung Association
- **Anticipated Deadlines**: Sponsor: Dec 12, 2020
The Public Policy Research Award is for a maximum of $50,000 per year for up to two years.

The American Lung Association Public Policy Research Award is intended to support research on and evaluation of existing public policy and programs, as well as pilot and demonstration projects that inject innovative ideas and provide evidence for the development of new public policies impacting lung...

The Dalsemer Research Grant is for $50,000 per year, for up to two years.

The American Lung Association Dalsemer Research Grant is a mentored award meant to provide seed monies to junior investigators on the path to independence for researching the mechanisms and biology of interstitial lung disease. The Dalsemer Research Grant is for $50,000 per year, for up to two years...

The grant is $60,000, of which $52,000 (*see note below) is to be used for salary and the remainder to be used for allowable expenses (research supplies, equipment, health insurance, travel to scientific meetings where the Fellow is presenting his/her biology of aging research, and relevant research...

This program was developed to address the current concerns about an adequate funding base for postdoctoral fellows (MD, MD/PhD and PhD) who specifically direct their research towards basic aging mechanisms and/or translational findings that have direct benefits to human aging. Postdoctoral fellows at...

In a collaborative effort, the Arthritis National Research Foundation (ANRF) and the American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR) are seeking grant applications that focus on studying the underlying mechanisms by which aging processes contribute to the development of arthritis. Studies are encouraged...

In a collaborative effort, the Arthritis National Research Foundation (ANRF) and the American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR) are seeking grant applications that focus on studying the underlying mechanisms by which aging processes contribute to the development of arthritis. Studies are encouraged...

In a collaborative effort, the Arthritis National Research Foundation (ANRF) and the American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR) are seeking grant applications that focus on studying the underlying mechanisms by which aging processes contribute to the development of arthritis. Studies are encouraged...

In a collaborative effort, the Arthritis National Research Foundation (ANRF) and the American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR) are seeking grant applications that focus on studying the underlying mechanisms by which aging processes contribute to the development of arthritis. Studies are encouraged...

In a collaborative effort, the Arthritis National Research Foundation (ANRF) and the American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR) are seeking grant applications that focus on studying the underlying mechanisms by which aging processes contribute to the development of arthritis. Studies are encouraged...
Individual Investigator Research Awards

**Sponsor**
CPRIT

**Anticipated Deadlines**
Sponsor: Jun 3, 2021

**Award Info:**
Award: Up to $300,000 per year. Exceptions permitted if extremely well justified; maximum duration: 3 years.

**Description:**
Supports applications for innovative research projects addressing critically important questions that will significantly advance knowledge of the causes, mechanisms, or consequences of human disease, as well as those that will significantly improve the health of infants, children, or adults through the development of new and improved approaches to prevention, diagnosis, treatment, or rehabilitation.

URA Visiting Scholars Program (VSP)

**Sponsor**
URA

**Deadlines**
Sponsor: Aug 31, 2020

**Award Info:**
Applications are judged on the scientific merit of the proposed activity and on the cost-effectiveness of the proposal. As all URA institutions contribute to this program, over time, some consideration is given to the balance among URA institutions, both by region and type. Consideration is also given to the degree of overlap among URA institutions.

**Description:**
The URA Visiting Scholars Program (VSP) supports the work of faculty and students from the Universities Research Association, Inc. (URA) institutions to work at Fermilab for periods of up to one year. The URA Visiting Scholars Program is supported by contributions from the URA-member universities.

Materials Research Science and Engineering Centers (MRSEC)

**Sponsor**
NSF

**Anticipated Deadlines**
Internal: May 1, 2021
Sponsor: Jun 24, 2021

**Limited Submission**
Limit: 1
Applied: 0

**Award Info:**
Individual MRSEC awards are expected to range in size from approximately $2.6 million/year for a 2-IRG MRSEC to a maximum of $4 million/year for a 3-IRG MRSEC. Awards will be made for an initial duration of up to six years.

**Description:**
The nature of materials research demands mechanisms to support interdisciplinary collaboration for the conception and execution of ideas, and for developing the capabilities to sustain our nation’s competitiveness in the production of new technology and products based on advances in materials research.

William T. Grant Scholars Program

**Sponsor**
WTGrant

**Anticipated Deadlines**
Internal: May 4, 2021
Sponsor: Jul 1, 2021

**Limited Submission**
Limit: 1
Applied: 0

**Award Info:**
Each year, four to six Scholars are selected and each receives up to $350,000, distributed over five years. Awards begin July 1 and are made to the applicant’s institution.

**Description:**
The William T. Grant Scholars Program supports career development for promising early-career researchers. The program funds five-year research and mentoring plans that significantly expand researchers’ expertise in new disciplines, methods, and content areas. Researchers interested in applying...

ADVANCE: Organizational Change for Gender Equity in STEM Academic Professions
### Award Info: Sloan Research Fellowships

- **Awards Info:** amount of $70,000
- **Description:** These two-year fellowships are awarded yearly to 126 researchers in recognition of distinguished performance and a unique potential to make substantial contributions to their field. Candidates' most recent Ph.D. (or equivalent) must have been awarded on or after September 1, 2012.

### Description:

These two-year fellowships are awarded yearly to 126 researchers in recognition of distinguished performance and a unique potential to make substantial contributions to their field. Candidates' most recent Ph.D. (or equivalent) must have been awarded on or after September 1, 2012.

### Award Info: Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) in Engineering and Computer Science

- **Awards Info:** It is anticipated that approximately 9 Site awards will be made per year. The maximum total request for a Site is $600,000 for a duration of up to three years.
- **Description:** NSF's Directorate for Engineering (ENG) and the Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) have joined to support the Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) in Engineering and Computer Science program. This program supports active long-term collaborative partnerships between...
### Award Info:

The Summer Stipends program provides $6,000 to support continuous full-time work on a humanities project for a period of performance of two consecutive months.

Summer Stipends are awarded to individual scholars. Organizations are not eligible to apply.

### Description:

Summer Stipends support individuals pursuing advanced research that is of value to humanities scholars, general audiences, or both.

Eligible projects usually result in articles, monographs, books, digital materials and publications, archaeological site reports, translations, or editions. Projects...

### Award Info:

Awards will be for up to $250,000 in direct costs per year, plus applicable Facilities and Administrative (F&A) costs. Maximum 5 years.

### Description:

The NIH Director's Early Independence Award supports exceptional investigators who wish to pursue independent research essentially directly after completion of their terminal doctoral/research degree or end of post-doctoral clinical training, thereby forgoing the traditional post-doctoral training period.

### Award Info:

Budgets for TCN proposals should reflect the scope of work proposed and should not exceed four years in duration

### Description:

Thematic Collections Network (TCN) proposals will be submissions for two-to-four year awards to digitize existing specimens based on a particular research theme. This research theme may be a grand challenge for biodiversity, a part of a grand challenge, or another important research theme requiring information...

### Award Info:

Limits for funding requests of AISL proposals are as follows: (1) Pilots and Feasibility projects: up to $300,000 with durations up to two years; (2) Research in Service to Practice projects: from $300,000 to $2,000,000 with durations from two to five years; (3) Innovations in Development projects: $500,000...

### Description:

The AISL program is situated within the Division of Research on Learning in Formal and Informal Settings (DRL). DRL's mission is to cultivate and catalyze fundamental and applied research and development (R&D) to improve the learning of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics for the nation...

### Award Info:

Average total award size expected to be in the $300,000 to $350,000 range. The duration of awards for both tracks will be up to 36 months.
**Description:** The IUSE: GEOPATHS funding opportunity invites creative proposals to broaden and strengthen the pathways that will engage and retain diverse students in undergraduate and graduate geoscience degree programs and help them receive the necessary skills and competencies for a variety of careers pathways...

**FACULTY**

**IUSE / Professional Formation of Engineers: Revolutionizing Engineering Departments (IUSE/PFE: RED)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>NSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Deadlines** | Internal: Jan 1, 2021  
Sponsor: Feb 7, 2021 |
| **Limited Submission** | Limit: 2  
Applied: 0 |

**Award Info:** Estimated Number of Awards: 2-3 RED Innovation awards are anticipated; the budget for RED Innovation proposals is between $1,000,000-$2,000,000 for a duration of up to 5 years. 2-3 RED-A&I awards are anticipated; the budget for RED A&I proposals has a maximum of $1,000,000 for a duration of up...

**Description:** The goal of the RED program is to catalyze revolutionary, not incrementally reformist, changes to the education of the next generation of engineers. Revolutionary means radically, suddenly, or completely new; producing fundamental, structural change; or going outside of or beyond existing norms and principles...

**FACULTY**

**Early Translational Research Award (ETRA)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>CPRIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Limited Submission with Open Deadline** | Limit: 1  
Applied: 0 |

**Award Info:** The maximum duration for this award mechanism is 2 years. Applicants may request up to $2,000,000 in total costs over a period of 1 to 2 years.

**Description:** The ETRA is intended to bridge the gap between promising new discoveries achieved in the research laboratory and the commercial development of a therapeutic product, medical device, or diagnostic assay through activities up to and including preclinical proof-of-concept data that demonstrate...

**FACULTY**

**Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Dreyfus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Deadlines** | Internal: Dec 15, 2020  
Sponsor: Feb 6, 2021 |
| **Limited Submission** | Limit: 1  
Applied: 0 |

**Award Info:** Provides a $100,000 unrestricted research grant. Of the total amount, $7,500 is for departmental expenses associated with research and education. Charges associated with indirect costs or institutional overhead are not allowed. Defrayal of academic-year salary is not permitted. Funds are normally expended...

**Description:** The Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards Program supports the research and teaching careers of talented young faculty in the chemical sciences. Based on institutional nominations, the program provides discretionary funding to faculty at an early stage in their careers. Criteria for selection include...

**FACULTY**

**Harnessing the Data Revolution (HDR): Data Science Corps (DSC)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>NSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Anticipated Deadlines** | Internal: Dec 10, 2020  
Sponsor: Feb 14, 2021 |
| **Limited Submission** | Limit: 1  
Applied: 0 |

**Award Info:** Awards will typically be in the range of $1,000,000 to $1,200,000 for 3 years.

**Description:** The objective of the Data Science Corps is to help build a strong, national data science infrastructure and workforce. By engaging data science students and professionals in real-world data science implementation projects, the Data Science Corps aims to help bridge the data-to-knowledge gap in organizations.
### Ethical and Responsible Research (ER2)

**Sponsor:** NSF  
**Deadlines:** Internal: Dec 31, 2020  
Sponsor: Feb 22, 2021  
**Limited Submission**  
Limit: 1  
Applied: 0

**Award Info:** The maximum amount for 5-year awards is $600,000 (including indirect costs) and the maximum amount for 3-year awards is $400,000 (including indirect costs). The average award is $275,000.

**Description:** Ethical and Responsible Research (ER2) funds research projects that identify (1) factors that are effective in the formation of ethical STEM researchers and (2) approaches to developing those factors in all STEM fields that NSF supports. ER2 solicits proposals for research that explores the following:

### Meadows Foundation Grants

**Sponsor:** Meadows  
**Limited Submission with Open Deadline**  
Limit: 1  
Applied: 0

**Award Info:** Requests of any amount are considered. There are no application deadlines, and grant applications are accepted at any time. Each organization is limited to one application within a 12 month period.

**Description:** The Foundation looks for one or more of the following conditions in an application:
- Foundation support would be vital or catalytic to a proposed project’s success
- The project is well planned and the agency has the capacity to execute the plan
- Financial support from other sources...

### Science and Technology Centers (STC): Integrative Partnerships

**Sponsor:** NSF  
**Anticipated Deadlines**  
Internal: May 1, 2021  
Sponsor: Jun 25, 2021  
**Limited Submission**  
Limit: 3  
Applied: 0

**Award Info:** Up to a total of $25 million may be available, pending the availability of funds, for first-year support of newly funded Centers beginning in FY 2021. NSF expects to make up to 5 awards, contingent on availability of funds and receipt of competitive proposals. Each award will be made as a cooperative...

**Description:** The Science and Technology Centers (STC): Integrative Partnerships program supports exceptionally innovative, complex research and education projects that require large-scale, long-term awards. STCs focus on creating new scientific paradigms, establishing entirely new scientific disciplines, and developing...

### NSF Scholarships in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (S-STEM)

**Sponsor:** NSF  
**Deadlines**  
Internal: Jan 10, 2021  
Sponsor: Mar 31, 2021  
**Limited Submission**  
Limit: 1  
Applied: 0

**Award Info:** $70,000,000 to $95,000,000 annually, for new and continuing awards. The program supports three types of projects. Awards for Track 1 (Institutional Capacity Building) projects may not exceed $650,000. Awards for Track 2 (Design and Development: Single Institution) projects may not exceed $1.0 million.

**Description:** Recognizing that financial aid alone cannot increase retention and graduation in STEM, the program provides awards to Institutions of Higher Education (IHEs) to fund scholarships and to advance the adaptation, implementation, and study of effective evidence-based curricular and co-curricular activities...
### NIH Director’s Pioneer Award Program (DP1 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**External Link:**  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 11, 2020

**Award Info:** Pioneer awardees are required to commit the major portion (more than 6 person-months or at least 51%) to activities supported by the Pioneer Award research project in the first three years of the project period. Awards will be for $700,000 in direct costs per year, 5 years max.

**Description:** In the Pioneer Award program, emphases are on the qualities of the investigator, the innovativeness, and potential impact of the proposed research. Preliminary data and detailed experimental plans are not requested. To be considered pioneering, the proposed research must reflect substantially different.

### Beckman Young Investigators Program

**Sponsor:** Arnold and Mable Beckman Foundation  
**External Link:**  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Aug 4, 2020

**Award Info:** The BYI program is open to those within the first three years of a tenure-track position, or an equivalent independent research appointment, at a United States academic or non-profit institution that conducts research in chemical and life sciences. Tenure Track dates for the 2020 program must start after.

**Description:** Projects proposed for the BYI program should be truly innovative, high-risk, and show promise for contributing to significant advances in chemistry and the life sciences. They should represent a departure from current research directions rather than an extension or expansion of existing programs. Proposed...

### Computational Science and Technology Advanced Research Studies (C-STARS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

**Sponsor:** ORAU  
**External Link:**  
**Deadlines:**

**Award Info:** Appointment periods are based on academic schedules, with a minimum of three months. Appointment will include a stipend (paid biweekly), commensurate with academic status, $175/week for housing allowance (paid biweekly), and limited travel reimbursement, if full-time and permanent address is at least.

**Description:** Proposals accepted anytime.

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory Computational Science & Technology Advanced Research Studies Program (C-STARS) is highly selective and offers challenging graduate research opportunities in the computational sciences. C-STARs participants conduct research...

### 2020 Early Clinical Investigator Award

**Sponsor:** CPRIT  
**External Link:**  
**Deadlines:** Internal: Nov 1, 2020  
**Sponsor: Jan 27, 2021**

**Limited Submission:** Limit: 2  
**Applied:** 0

**Award Info:** Awards of up to $1,500,000 for up to 5 years to physicians within the first 5 years of an appointment as an assistant professor to acquire additional skills and experience in clinical research and to develop preliminary data that can be used to prepare applications for future research project grants.

**Description:** The Early Clinical Investigator Award specifically targets physicians with the following:
- Are within the first 5 years of a faculty appointment at the assistant professor level.
- Have completed specialty training relevant to cancer care, detection, or prevention and are eligible to be certified.

### Ethical and Responsible Research (ER2)

**Sponsor:** NSF  
**External Link:**  
**Deadlines:** Internal: Jan 2, 2021
### Award Info:
The maximum amount for 5-year awards is $600,000 (including indirect costs) and the maximum amount for 3-year awards is $400,000 (including indirect costs). The average award is $275,000.

### Description:
ER2 research projects will use basic research to produce knowledge about what constitutes or promotes responsible or irresponsible conduct of research, and how to best instill this knowledge into researchers and educators at all career stages. In some cases, projects will include the development of interventions.

### Apply

View Opportunity Details

---

### Large Research Grants on Education Program

**Sponsor:** Spencer Foundation  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Jul 14, 2020

**Award Info:** The Large Research Grants on Education Program supports education research projects that will contribute to the improvement of education, broadly conceived, with budgets ranging from $125,000 to $500,000 for projects ranging from one to five years. We accept Intent to Apply forms twice a year.

**Description:** This program is “field-initiated” in that proposal submissions are not in response to a specific request for a particular research topic, discipline, design, method, or location. Our goal for this program is to support rigorous, intellectually ambitious and technically sound research that.

View Opportunity Details

---

### Science of Science - Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grants (SOS DDRIG)

**Sponsor:** NSF  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 9, 2020

**Award Info:** Two annual dates per year - February 10 and September 9  

**Description:** The Science of Science: Discovery, Communication, and Impact (SOS:DCI) program is designed to understand the scientific research enterprise and increase the public value of scientific activity. The program pursues this goal by supporting basic research in three fundamental areas:

- How to increase...

View Opportunity Details

---

### Investigator Program

**Sponsor:** HHMI  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 2, 2020

**Award Info:** Investigators are employees of HHMI and receive salary and benefits from the Institute. Investigators are provided generous financial support for research as well as access to capital equipment funds. Investigators belong to a community of nearly 300 investigators as well as other HHMI-funded...

**Description:** The HHMI investigator appointment has a seven-year renewable term. Renewal decisions are made by HHMI scientific leadership, based on assessment by a panel of distinguished scientists, including members of HHMI advisory boards.

- Hold a PhD and/or MD (or the equivalent).
- Have a tenured...

View Opportunity Details

---

### Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) - Computer & Info Science Engineering, Materials Research

**Sponsor:** NSF  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Oct 20, 2020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Anticipated Deadlines</th>
<th>Award Info</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>Sponsor: Feb 3, 2021</td>
<td>awards up to $46,000</td>
<td>The program recognizes and supports outstanding graduate students who are pursuing full-time research-based master’s and doctoral degrees in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) or in STEM education. The GRFP provides three years of support for the graduate education of individuals...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>Sponsor: Feb 3, 2021</td>
<td>$5,500 student stipend paid. Internships - This is a continuous 11-week appointment scheduled May 18, 2020 to July 31, 2020. Students are appointed as guest researchers not federal employees. Full-Time - Participants are expected to report to duty Monday through Friday during the...</td>
<td>The SURF Program is designed to inspire undergraduate students to pursue careers in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) through a unique research experience that supports the NIST mission. Since 1993, SURF students from across the country have had the opportunity to gain valuable,...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEA</td>
<td>Internal: Jan 1, 2021, Sponsor: Feb 13, 2021</td>
<td>Matching grants generally will range from $10,000 to $100,000. No grants will be made below $10,000. In the past few years, well over half of the agency’s grants have been for amounts less than $25,000. Deadlines in February and July</td>
<td>The National Endowment for the Arts is committed to supporting activities that reflect the dynamic, diverse, and evolving nature of the media arts field. Applicants may apply in this Grants for Arts Projects category for media arts projects that support creation, exhibition, education, and distribution...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>Internal: Oct 6, 2020, Sponsor: Dec 6, 2020</td>
<td>NRT Awards (14-15 anticipated each year) are expected to be up to five (5) years in duration with a total budget up to $3,000,000. Required LOI due Dec 6. Full proposal due February 6.</td>
<td>The NRT Program is dedicated to supporting highly effective training of STEM graduate students in high priority interdisciplinary or convergent research areas through the use of comprehensive traineeship models that are innovative...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORAU</td>
<td>Internal: Nov 1, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Award Info</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NIBIB Trailblazer Award for New and Early Stage Investigators</strong></td>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>Award Info: This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) employs an R21 Exploratory/Developmental Research Grant mechanism enhanced to provide $400,000 in direct costs over three years, allowing expanded time and resources to pursue a new or emerging research program.</td>
<td>Description: Standard NIH R21 due dates This Trailblazer Award is an opportunity for New and Early Stage Investigators to pursue research programs of interest to the NIBIB at the interface of engineering and/or the physical sciences with the biomedical sciences. Applicants are encouraged to contact the appropriate...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2020 Major Research Instrumentation Program: (MRI)</strong></td>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>Award Info: No more than two submissions are permitted in Track 1 (Track 1 proposals are those requesting from NSF $100,000 to less than $1 million) and no more than one submission is permitted in Track 2 (Track 2 proposals are those requesting from NSF $1 million up to and including $4 million).</td>
<td>Description: The Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) Program serves to increase access to multi-user scientific and engineering instrumentation for research and research training in our Nation’s institutions of higher education and not-for-profit scientific/engineering research organizations. An MRI award supports...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2020 High-Impact/High-Risk Research Award (HIHR)</strong></td>
<td>CPRIT</td>
<td>Award Info: Applicants may request a total of $200,000 for a period of up to 24 months (2 years), inclusive of both direct and indirect costs.</td>
<td>Description: CPRIT High-Impact/High-Risk (HIHR) Research Awards seek to provide short-term funding to explore the feasibility of high-risk projects that, if successful, would contribute major new insights into the etiology, diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of cancers. Because HIHR Research Awards are designed...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2020 Core Facility Support Award (CFSA)</strong></td>
<td>CPRIT</td>
<td>Award Info: The maximum duration for this award mechanism is 5 years. Applicants may request a maximum of $3,000,000 in total costs for the first 2 years and up to $1,000,000 in total costs for each subsequent year.</td>
<td>Description: Core Facility Support Awards seek to facilitate the development or improvement of core facilities that will provide valuable services to...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
support and enhance scientifically meritorious cancer research projects. A user group of Texas-based investigators must be identified, each of whom should have supported...

**AFOSR Young Investigator Program (YIP)**

**Sponsor**: AFOSR/AFRL

**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Jul 14, 2020

**Award Info**: Most YIP awards are funded up to $150,000 per year for three years, for a total of $450,000.

- 14 May 2020 - White paper at 11:59 PM ET
- 14 Jul 2020 - Proposals at 11:59 PM ET

**Description**: The Fiscal Year 2020 Air Force Young Investigator Research Program (YIP) intends to support young in career scientists and engineers who have received Ph.D. or equivalent degrees by 1 April 2012 or later showing exceptional ability and promise for conducting basic research. The program objective is to...

**DoD Autism, Clinical Trial Award**

**Sponsor**: DOD/MRMC/USAMRAA

**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Jul 28, 2020

**Award Info**: The CDMRP expects to allot approximately $6.88M to fund approximately one Clinical Trial Award - Single PI application and one Clinical Trial Award - Partnering PI Option for Early-Career Investigator application.

- 28 Apr 2020 - Pre-Application at 5:00PM ET
- 28 Jul 2020 - Application...

**Description**: The ARP Clinical Trial Award supports research with the potential to have a major impact on the treatment or management of ASD. Funding from this award mechanism must support a clinical trial and may not be used for preclinical research studies.

The FY20 ARP Clinical Trial Award seeks applications...

**DoD Autism, Idea Development Award**

**Sponsor**: DOD/MRMC/USAMRAA

**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Jul 29, 2020

**Award Info**: The CDMRP expects to allot approximately $4.4M to fund approximately five Idea Development Award applications.

- 28 Apr 2020 - Pre-Application at 5:00PM ET
- 28 Jul 2020 - Application...

**Description**: The ARP Idea Development Award supports the development of innovative, high-risk/high-reward research that could lead to critical discoveries or major advancements that will accelerate progress in improving outcomes for individuals with ASD. This award mechanism is designed to support innovative ideas...

**Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) Broad Agency Announcement (BAA)**

**Sponsor**: BARDA

**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Oct 31, 2020

**Tags**: COVID

**Award Info**: Additional submission deadlines:
- July 31, 2020
- October 31, 2020
- The Final White Paper submission deadline is October 31, 2020.
Description: BARDA supports the transition of medical countermeasures such as vaccines, drugs, and diagnostics from research through advanced development towards consideration for approval by the FDA and inclusion into the Strategic National Stockpile. BARDA’s support includes funding, technical assistance.

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

Description: NIDA is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV, also known as COVID-19). NIDA is especially interested in research collecting and examining data on the risks and outcomes for COVID-19 infection.

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Emergency Competitive Revisions for Research on Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

Description: NIAID is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the need for research on Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). NIAID is particularly interested in projects focusing on viral natural history, pathogenicity,

Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) regarding the Availability of Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) and the Causative Virus SARS-CoV-2

Description: NIGMS is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on SARS-CoV-2 and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). NIGMS will accept the submission of applications for Competitive Revisions to active grants to address only the...
Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

**Award Info:** This notice applies to due dates on or after April 5, 2020 and subsequent receipt dates through April 5, 2021

**Description:** NIAID is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the need for research on Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). NIAID is particularly interested in projects focusing on viral natural history, pathogenicity, …

NOSI: Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) Program Applications to Address 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Public Health Need

**Award Info:** Supplement project and budget periods are limited to the remaining active budget period that started in the current fiscal year for the existing parent award. To be eligible, the parent award must be active (i.e., not be in an extension period), and the activities proposed in the supplement must be accomplished...

**Description:** NOT-TR-20-011 National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the 2019 novel Coronavirus (COVID-19). NCATS is particularly interested in projects focusing on the use of informatics solutions...

NOSI: Repurposing Existing Therapeutics to Address the 2019 Novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19)

**Award Info:** For funding consideration, applicants must include “NOT-TR-20-012” (without quotation marks) in the Agency Routing Identifier field (box 4B) of the SF424 R&R form. Applications without this information in box 4B will not be considered for this initiative. Applications nonresponsive...

**Description:** NOT-TR-20-012 National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease it causes, i.e., “coronavirus disease 2019” (COVID-19). NCATS...

Collaborative Cross (CC) Mouse Model Generation and Discovery of Immunoregulatory Mechanisms (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Award Info:** NIH intends to fund an estimate of 6-10 awards, corresponding to a total of $1,000,000, for fiscal year 2019. Future year amounts will depend on annual appropriations. The combined budget for direct costs for the two-year project period may not exceed $275,000. No more than $200,000 may be...

**Description:** The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to support the use of Collaborative Cross (CC) mouse lines to advance understanding of the host genetics involved in immune regulation and function and to further develop CC mouse lines that more faithfully reproduce human immune responses...

Urgent Competitive Revision to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>NIH</th>
<th>Tags: COVID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
<td>The number of awards is contingent upon NIH appropriations and the submission of a sufficient number of meritorious applications. Application budgets are not limited but need to reflect the actual needs of the proposed project. The parent award must be active when the application is submitted.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
<td>The National Institutes of Health (NIH) hereby notify Principal Investigators holding specific types of NIH research grants, listed in the full Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) that funds may be available for competitive revisions to meet immediate needs to help address a specific public health..</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>NIA/NIMH</th>
<th>Tags: covid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
<td>To be eligible for either an Administrative Supplement or Urgent Competitive Revision, the parent award on which the supplement or revision application is based must be an active NIA or NIMH award. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis from April 6, 2020 through May..</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
<td>NOT-AG-20-022 NIA is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). The mission of NIA is to support and conduct genetic, biological, clinical, behavioral, social, and economic research on aging. This NOSI supports...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Army Med Research and Dev Command</th>
<th>Tags:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
<td>Clinical Trial Award - The proposed clinical trial is expected to begin no later than 12 months after the award date, or 18 months after the award date for FDA-regulated studie. The FY20 appropriation is $15M. Pre-Application Submission Deadline: 5:00 p.m. Eastern time (ET). June..</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
<td>The vision of the FY20 NFRP is to decrease the clinical impact of NF. Toward this end, the NFRP seeks to support innovative, high-impact research that will foster new directions for and address neglected issues in NF research; sponsor multidisciplinary and multi-institutional collaborations...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Army Med Research and Dev Command</th>
<th>Deadlines: Jun 7, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
<td>Funding Level 1: Maximum funding of $350,000 for total costs (direct plus indirect costs). Maximum period of performance is 2 years. Funding Level 2: Maximum funding of $2 million for total costs (direct plus indirect costs). Maximum period of..</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
<td>OPORP supports research that evaluates orthoses and/or prostheses using patient-centric outcomes relevant to Service members and Veterans with limb loss and/or limb impairment. The intent of this research is to generate clinically useful evidence that will enhance and...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orthotics and Prosthetics Outcomes Research Program (OPORP) - Clinical Trial Award (CTA)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sponsor</strong></td>
<td>Army Med Research and Dev Command</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
<td>The FY20 CTA offers two funding levels: Funding Level 1: • Maximum funding of $350,000 for total costs (direct costs plus indirect costs) • Maximum period of performance is 2 years Funding Level 2: • Maximum funding of $4,000,000 for total costs (direct costs plus indirect costs) • Maximum period...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
<td>OPORP supports research that evaluates orthoses and/or prostheses using patient-centric outcomes relevant to Service members and Veterans with limb loss and/or limb impairment. The intent of this research is to generate clinically useful evidence that will enhance and optimize patient outcomes. Applications...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Ovarian Cancer Research Program (OCRP)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sponsor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program (PRCRP)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sponsor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Tuberous Sclerosis Complex Research Program (TSCRP)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sponsor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award Info:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FACULTY NOSI regarding the Availability of Emergency Competitive Revisions to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements for Tissue Chips Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

- Sponsor: NIH
- Deadlines: Sponsor: Jun 26, 2022
- Tags: COVID

Award Info: Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis from May 15, 2020 to January 25, 2022 by 5:00 PM.

Description: NOT-TR-20-017 NCATS is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the COVID-19. NCATS is especially interested in research in the use of microphysiological systems or tissue chips in collecting and examining data on the risks and outcomes for COVID-19.

FACULTY NOSI regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Mental Health Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

- Sponsor: NIH
- Deadlines: Sponsor: Apr 15, 2021
- Tags: COVID

Award Info: The Research Strategy section of the application is limited to 6 pages. Potential applicants are strongly encouraged to contact their Program Official before submitting an application to determine whether or not the proposed work meets the priorities of this program, whether requested funding is...

Description: NOT-MH-20-047 NIMH is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight interest in research to strengthen the mental health response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and to future public health emergencies...

FACULTY NOSI regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements for Tissue Chips Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

- Sponsor: NIH
- Deadlines: Sponsor: Jun 25, 2022
- Tags: COVID

Award Info:

Description: NOT-TR-20-016 A multi-organ on chip approach is strongly encouraged though not required. Please document access to a BSL-3 facility or include scientific justification for use of alternative facilities, for example using an engineered a COVID-19 pseudovirus that expresses the key surface Spike protein...

FACULTY NOSI: Competitive and Administrative Supplements for the Impact of COVID-19 Outbreak on Minority Health and Health Disparities

- Sponsor: NIH
- Deadlines: Sponsor: May 1, 2021
- Tags: COVID

Award Info: (Details not provided)

Description: (Details not provided)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description: NOT-MD-20-019</th>
<th>The National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD) is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the impact of the novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic causing COVID-19 disease outbreaks and the resulting disruptions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Sponsor: NIH | External Link |
| Deadlines: Sponsor: May 4, 2021 |

| Award Info: Application Due Dates for all programs: May 1, 2020; June 1, 2020; July 1, 2020; August 3, 2020; September 1, 2020; October 1, 2020; November 2, 2020; December 1, 2020; January 4, 2021; February 1, 2021; March 1, 2021; April 1, 2021; May 3, 2021, by 5:00 PM local time of applicant organization. This NOSI... |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description: NOT-ES-20-020</th>
<th>NIEHS is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to address the urgent need for mission-relevant research to understand the impact of environmental exposures on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) and its causative agent, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Sponsor: HHS | External Link |
| Deadlines: Sponsor: Oct 31, 2020 |

| Award Info: The latest BARDA Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) is amendment 14 posted on March 9, 2020. Note: COVID-19 response related Areas of Interest includes: ADI 7.7.1 Diagnostic assay for human coronavirus using existing FDA-cleared platforms ADI 7.7.2 Point-of-care diagnostic assay... |

| Description: We appreciate your interest in partnering with BARDA. Due to the COVID-19 response, any white papers or full proposals submissions, other than those that are in support of COVID-19, will be put into a queue. Once the response to COVID-19 has subsided, we will resume normal review of submissions for other... |

| Sponsor: HHS | External Link |
| Deadlines: Sponsor: Feb 23, 2023 |

| Award Info: Multiple awards are anticipated and are dependent upon the program priorities, scientific/technical merit of submissions, how well submissions fit within the ADI, and the availability of funding. The program funding is subject to change based on the government’s discretion. We are now seeking abstract submissions for the following: ADI #4.1-A: Molecular Diagnostic Assay for SARS-CoV-2 virus on existing FDA-cleared platform ADI #4.1-B: Point-of-Care Diagnostic Assay for detection of SARS-CoV-2 virus ADI #4.1-C: Diagnostic Assay for detection of COVID-19 disease... |

| Description: We are now seeking abstract submissions for the following: ADI #4.1-A: Molecular Diagnostic Assay for SARS-CoV-2 virus on existing FDA-cleared platform ADI #4.1-B: Point-of-Care Diagnostic Assay for detection of SARS-CoV-2 virus ADI #4.1-C: Diagnostic Assay for detection of COVID-19 disease... |

| Sponsor: DOE | External Link |
| Award Info: N/A |

<p>| Description: The Department encourages you to consider scientific questions that underpin COVID-19 response and that the research community may answer using DOE user facilities, computational resources, and enabling infrastructure. Please send research questions that the scientific... |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY</th>
<th>NOSI regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Sponsor: Mar 31, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award Info:</td>
<td>Application budgets are generally limited to no more than $100,000 direct costs per year. Should the proposed research require a higher budget, the applicant should consult with the program official assigned to the parent award and include a strong justification for the larger budget in the supplement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Description: | NOT-DA-20-047  
NIDA is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV, also known as COVID-19). NIDA is especially interested in research collecting and examining data on the risks and outcomes for COVID-19 infection. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY</th>
<th>Collaborative Cross (CC) Mouse Model Generation and Discovery of Immunoregulatory Mechanisms (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Sponsor: Sep 9, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award Info:</td>
<td>The combined budget for direct costs for the two-year project period may not exceed $275,000. No more than $200,000 may be requested in any single year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Description: | PAR-18-781  
The goal of this FOA is to support the use of Collaborative Cross (CC) mouse lines to advance understanding of the host genetics involved in immune regulation and function and to further exploit CC mouse lines that more faithfully reflect human immune responses. The basis of this research... |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY</th>
<th>NOSI regarding the Availability of Emergency Competitive Revisions to Existing NIH Grants and Cooperative Agreements for Tissue Chips Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Sponsor: Jan 25, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award Info:</td>
<td>Application budgets are limited to no more than the amount of the current parent award, and must reflect the actual needs of the proposed project and be reasonable with respect to the activities proposed. All project-related expenses must be justified as specifically required by the...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Description: | NOT-TR-20-017  
NCATS is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the COVID-19. NCATS is especially interested in research in the use of microphysiological systems or tissue chips in collecting and examining data on the risks and outcomes for COVID-19... |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY</th>
<th>NOSI regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Mental Health Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Sponsor: Apr 15, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award Info:</td>
<td>Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis through April 15, 2021 by 5:00 PM local time of the applicant organization. This NOSI expires on April, 16, 2021.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Description: | NOT-MH-20-047  
NIMH is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight interest in research to strengthen the mental health response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and to future public health emergencies... |
### NOSI regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements for Tissue Chips Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Jan 25, 2022  
**Award Info**:  
- Budgets are limited to no more than 25% total costs of the amount of the current parent award and must reflect the actual needs of the proposed project and be reasonable with respect to the activities proposed. All project-related expenses must be justified as specifically required by the proposed activities.  
**Description**: NOT-TR-20-016  
NCATS is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the COVID-19. NCATS is especially interested in research in the use of microphysiological systems or tissue chips in collecting and examining data on the risks and outcomes for COVID-19...

### NOSI: Availability of Emergency Competitive Revision and Administrative Supplements on Biomedical Technologies for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Nov 10, 2020  
**Award Info**:  
- The project period will generally be limited to 1 year. Project periods up to 2 years will be considered only with strong justification.  
- Application budgets are limited to no more than the amount of the current parent award and must reflect the actual needs of the proposed project.  
**Description**: NOT-EB-20-008  
The National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for accelerating the development, translation, and commercialization of technologies to address Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)...

### NOSI: Small Business Research and Development of Biomedical Technologies for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Mar 31, 2021  
**Award Info**: tbd  
**Description**: NOT-EB-20-006  
The National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for accelerating the development, translation, and commercialization of technologies to address Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)...

### NOSI: Development of Biomedical Technologies for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Mar 31, 2021  
**Award Info**: Dependent on directorate  
**Description**: NOT-EB-20-007  
The National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for accelerating the development, translation, and commercialization of technologies to address Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)...

### NOSI regarding the Availability of Administrative Supplements and Urgent Competitive Revisions for Research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus and the Behavioral and Social Sciences
### Deadlines
**Sponsor:** Mar 31, 2021

### Award Info:
- The award project period of the submission must not exceed two years.
- Application budgets are generally limited to no more than $100,000 direct costs per year. Should the proposed research require a higher budget, the applicant should consult with the program official assigned to the parent award.

### Description:
NOT-CoV-097
This Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) highlights the urgent need for social, behavioral, economic, health communication, and epidemiologic research relevant to the 2019 Novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) and COVID-19. This NOSI encourages urgent competitive supplements and administrative...

View Opportunity Details»

### Deadlines
**Sponsor:** Apr 15, 2021

### Award Info:
- The award project period of the submission must not exceed two years and must reflect the needs of the project.
- Application budgets are generally limited to no more than $100,000 direct costs per year. Should the proposed research require a higher budget, the applicant should consult with the...

### Description:
NOT-AA-20-011
NIAAA is encouraging research in the following areas, including those that capitalize on existing research cohorts, to investigate urgent research questions of significance to the COVID-19 pandemic within the general population and among underserved populations, such as racial, ethnic...

View Opportunity Details»

### Deadlines
**Sponsor:** Oct 6, 2020

### Award Info:
- The award project period of the submission must not exceed 2 years.
- The parent award must be active when the application is submitted. The project and budget periods must be within the currently approved project period for the existing parent award.

### Description:
NOT-AT-20-011
NCCIH is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on the 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV, also known as COVID-19). Topics of specific interest for this NOSI include research on stress management strategies, including mind and body approaches,...

View Opportunity Details»

### Award Info:
- Application budgets may not exceed $499,999 in annual direct costs.
- Standard dates apply

### Description:
PA-20-071
This FOA invites applications that propose to support advanced-stage development and utilization of novel research infrastructure to advance the science of aging in specific areas requiring interdisciplinary partnerships or collaborations. This FOA will use the NIH Exploratory/Developmental...

View Opportunity Details»

### Award Info:
- For the Planning Phase, anticipated direct costs will not exceed $500,000 and the maximum period of performance is 18 months. In addition to the Planning Phase, the proposed clinical trial work is not restricted to a predetermined cost and has a maximum period of performance of 4 years.

### Description:
The PRMRP Clinical Trial Award supports the rapid implementation of clinical trials with the potential to have a significant impact on a
**Emergency Awards: Rapid Investigation of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Award Info**: Application budgets are not limited but need to reflect the actual needs of the proposed project.  
**Description**: The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to provide an expedited funding mechanism for research on Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). NIAID is issuing this FOA in response to the declared public health...  

**Emergency Awards: Rapid Investigation of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) (R21 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Award Info**: The combined budget for direct costs for the two-year project period may not exceed $275,000. No more than $200,000 may be requested in any single year.  
**Description**: The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to provide an expedited funding mechanism for research on Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and/or Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). NIAID is issuing this FOA in response to the declared public...  

**Supplements For Research on Biological Effects of the 2019 Novel Coronavirus on the Nervous System**

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Award Info**: Application budgets may not exceed $200,000 direct costs. Exceptions to this budget limit may be made only with NINDS pre-approval and will only be approved under the very rare circumstances where the work may immediately impact public health.  
**Description**: NINDS is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) and on biological effects on the nervous system of its causative agent, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Research...  

**Inclusion across the Nation of Communities of Learners of Underrepresented Discoverers in Engineering and Science (NSF INCLUDES)**

**Sponsor**: NSF  
**Award Info**: NSF anticipates making up to three Alliance awards with a duration of five years, contingent on availability of funds and receipt of competitive proposals. Awards will range from $1.0 to $2.0 million per year for five years depending on the goals, objectives, and the size of the communities involved.  
**Description**: NSF INCLUDES is distinguished by its focus on new networks, systems, and partnerships; its approach to using data for change; and its focus on communicating impacts and results at scale. The initiative is fostering the creation of exemplars for designing, implementing, studying, and refining collaborative...
NOSI: Availability of Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Research within the Mission of NIDCR

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Nov 2, 2020

**Award Info:** Requests are expected not to exceed $150,000 in total direct costs; strong compelling justification is needed to exceed this cap. In either case, total direct costs requested may not exceed the direct cost amount of the current year’s award. Maximum direct costs are exclusive of consortium/contractual...

**Description:** NOT-DE-20-022 National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR) is issuing this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) to highlight the urgent need for research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). NIDCR will place a high priority on topics that would be of immediate and high impact to...

View Opportunity Details

Distance Learning & Telemedicine Grants

**Sponsor:** USDA

**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Jul 13, 2020

**Award Info:** Grant funds may be used for:
- Acquisition of eligible capital assets, such as: Broadband transmission facilities
- Audio, video and interactive video equipment
- Terminal and data terminal equipment
- Computer hardware, network components and software
- Inside wiring and similar...

**Description:** The Distance Learning and Telemedicine program helps rural communities use the unique capabilities of telecommunications to connect to each other and to the world, overcoming the effects of remoteness and low population density. For example, this program can link teachers and medical service providers...

View Opportunity Details

NIH Director’s Transformative Research Awards (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 30, 2020

**Award Info:** NIH intends to commit approximately $8 million in FY 2021 and make approximately 7 awards, depending on the size and scope of the most meritorious awards. The maximum project period is five years.

**Description:** The NIH Director’s Transformative Research Award Program supports collaborative investigative teams or individual scientists who propose unusually innovative research projects, which, if successful, would have a major impact in a broad area of relevance to the NIH. To be considered transformative, projects...

View Opportunity Details

NIH Directors Emergency Transformative Research Awards (R01 Clinical Trial Optional) - COVID

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 30, 2020

**Award Info:** The NIH will dedicate funds provided by the CARES Act to support a total of 5-10 Transformative Research Awards (through this FOA) or Early Independence Awards (through RFA-RM-20-021).

**Description:** The NIH Director’s Transformative Research Award Program supports collaborative investigative teams or individual scientists who propose unusually innovative research projects. For this FOA, the project should have the potential to have a broad impact on SARS-Cov-2 prevention, preparation, or response...

View Opportunity Details

NIH Director’s Emergency Early Independence Awards (DP5 Clinical Trial Optional) - COVID

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 30, 2020

**Description:** The NIH Director’s Transformative Research Award Program supports collaborative investigative teams or individual scientists who propose unusually innovative research projects. For this FOA, the project should have the potential to have a broad impact on SARS-Cov-2 prevention, preparation, or response...

View Opportunity Details
**Award Info:** Awards will be for up to $250,000 in direct costs per year, plus applicable Facilities and Administrative (F&A) costs. The project period is limited to five years.

**Description:** The NIH Director's Early Independence Award (a component of the High-Risk, High-Reward Research program of the NIH Common Fund) supports exceptional junior investigators who wish to pursue independent research soon after completion of their terminal doctoral degree or post-graduate clinical training...

**Award Info:** The total project period may not exceed 1 year.

**Description:** This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) invites applications from investigators who strive to expand their research trajectories through the acquisition of new knowledge and skills in the areas of basic psychological processes, sociological processes, and/or biomedical pathways—expertise that...

**Award Info:** Application budgets are limited $1.5 Million Direct Costs (exclusive of third-party facilities and administration [F&A] costs) and need to reflect the actual needs of the proposed project.

**Description:** This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is associated with the COVID-19 Supplement funded through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act (P.L. 116-139) which directs the National Cancer Institute of the NIH "to develop, validate, improve, and implement..."
Research is needed to test community interventions focused on the prevention (or slowing) of COVID-19 transmission, evaluate local and state policies and programs intended to mitigate COVID-19 exposure and improve adherence, and reduce the negative impact of the multifaceted consequences.

### NOSI: Digital Healthcare Interventions to Address the Secondary Health Effects Related to Social, Behavioral, and Economic Impact of COVID-19

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Dec 15, 2020  
**Award Info:** The project period will generally be limited to one year but two years are allowed with strong justification.

**Description:** NOT-MH-20-053  
Across the life span, the COVID-19 pandemic will result in social, behavioral, and economic changes that impact health. These adverse effects are compounded by disruptions in the provision and access to healthcare including access to allied health providers, such as therapists and...

### Notice of Special Interest (NOSI): New Administrative Supplement Applications to UL1 and U24 CTSA Awards to Address COVID-19 Public Health Need

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Nov 10, 2020  
**Tags:** COVID, COVID 19  
**Award Info:** Recipients may apply for work that is within the scope of the current project, regardless of the time remaining on the current project. Grants currently in a no-cost extension are eligible to apply. The maximum supplement project period is 12 months. Upon application review, NCATS may split the...

**Description:** NCATS is issuing this NOSI to highlight the need for projects that address the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Public Health Emergency. The Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) Program is uniquely qualified to contribute to these efforts. Applications will be accepted...

### NOSI: NIDCD is Interested in Supporting Research on the Impact of COVID-19 on Mission Specific Sensory and Communication Disorders

**Sponsor:** NIH  
**Deadlines:** Sponsor: Oct 5, 2020  
**Award Info:** This notice applies to due dates on or after October 5, 2020 and subsequent receipt dates through September 8, 2022.

**Description:** NOT-DC-20-008  
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a recently emerged human disease caused by the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). There is a paucity of data on the impact of SARS-CoV-2 on the sensory and communicative functions within the scientific mission areas...

### Pandemic/COVID19 Science, Technology and Social Impact

**Sponsor:** Cisco Systems Inc  
**Award Info:** We are interested in both the science and technology aspects of these problem sets, and, particularly, in the intersections between them. By cultivating stronger partnerships between scientists, technologists, and the broader community, we hope to achieve an acceleration of scientific research and conservation...

**Description:** Pandemics have far reaching consequences that range from deaths to shutting down the economy as we have witnessed during the recent COVID19 crisis. Hence there is a need to be better prepared for such pandemics. We need to solve problems ranging from predictive analytics innovative devices for saving...

With strong justification.
FACULTY

NIA Multi-site COVID-19 Related Clinical Trial Implementation Grant on Aging-Related Topics in at-risk Older Adult Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Required)

- **Sponsor:** NIH
- **Deadlines:** Sponsor: Aug 3, 2020
- **Tags:** COVID, Covid, COVID’, COVID 19, covid

**Award Info:**
Applicants requesting $500,000 or more in direct costs in any year (excluding consortium F&A) must contact a Scientific/Research Contact before submitting the application and follow the Policy on the Acceptance for Review of Unsolicited Applications that Request $500,000 or More in Direct Costs...

**Description:**
This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) invites applications for implementation of investigator-initiated multi-site clinical trials (all phases or stages) of interventions focused on specific aging-related issues to reducing transmission, risk, morbidity, mortality, severity, or complications of...

View Opportunity Details

FACULTY

NOSI: Limited Competition for Emergency Competitive Revisions for Community-Engaged Research on COVID-19 Testing among Underserved and/or Vulnerable

- **Sponsor:** NIH
- **Deadlines:** Sponsor: Aug 7, 2020

**Award Info:**
Individual requests can be no more than $3,500,000 in direct costs for the entire 2-year budget (up to $5,000,000 Total Costs) and 75% of the funds must be allocated to expenses in the first year, to reflect the rapid ramp up and outreach during the first part of the study. The budget must reflect...

**Description:**
NOT-OD-20-121
This Notice of Special Interest (NOSI) highlights the urgent need to understand and address COVID-19 morbidity and mortality disparities among underserved and vulnerable populations across the United States. These two-year community-engaged Testing Research Projects will examine SARS-CoV-2...

View Opportunity Details

FACULTY

NOSI: Emergency Competitive Revisions for Community-Engaged Research on COVID-19 Testing among Underserved and/or Vulnerable Populations

- **Sponsor:** NIH
- **Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 8, 2020

**Award Info:**
Individual requests can be no more than $700,000 in direct costs for the entire 2-year budget and 75% of the funds must be allocated to expenses in the first year, to reflect the rapid ramp up and outreach during the first part of the study. The budget must reflect appropriate compensation to...

**Description:**
NOT-OD-20-120
The overarching goal of the RADx-UP initiative is to understand the factors associated with COVID-19 morbidity and mortality disparities among underserved and vulnerable populations that are disproportionately affected by, have the...

View Opportunity Details

FACULTY

NOSI: Emergency Competitive Revisions for Social, Ethical, and Behavioral Implications (SEBI) Research on COVID-19 Testing among Underserved and/or Vulnerable Populations

- **Sponsor:** NIH
- **Deadlines:** Sponsor: Sep 8, 2020

**Award Info:**
Individual requests can be no more than $400,000 in direct costs per year for up to two years.

**Description:**
NOT-OD-20-119
Applications should detail community-engaged methods to assess barriers to COVID-19 test access, uptake and follow-up, and develop and evaluate strategies or interventions to address those barriers. Applications should include dissemination activities that maintain bi-directional feedback...

View Opportunity Details

FACULTY

Science and Technology for Autonomous Teammates (STAT)

- **Sponsor:** AFRL

**Award Info:**
Support on specific calls
### Materials & Manufacturing Directorate, Functional Materials and Applications (AFRL/RXA) Two-Step Open BAA

**Description:** BAA-AFRL-RQKMA-2016-0007

Air Force Research Laboratory, Materials & Manufacturing Directorate is soliciting White Papers and potentially technical and cost proposals under this two-step Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) that is open for a period of five (5) years. Functional Materials technologies...

**Sponsor:** AFRL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award Info</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent on specific calls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

View Opportunity Details

### Media Projects: Production Grants

**Sponsor:** NEH

**Deadline:** Sponsor: Aug 12, 2020

**Award Info:**
- Maximum award amount $1 million
- Period of performance Twelve to thirty-six months

**Description:** The Media Projects: Production Grants program supports the production and distribution of radio, podcast, television, and long-form documentary film projects that engage general audiences with humanities ideas in creative and appealing ways. All projects must be grounded in humanities scholarship and...

View Opportunity Details

### Media Projects: Development Grants

**Sponsor:** NEH

**Deadline:** Sponsor: Aug 12, 2020

**Award Info:**
- Maximum award amount $75,000
- Period of performance Six to twelve months

**Description:** The Media Projects: Development Grants program supports the collaboration of media producers and scholars to develop humanities content and to prepare documentary film, television, radio, and podcast projects that engage public audiences with humanities ideas in creative and appealing ways. Awards should...

View Opportunity Details

### Short Documentaries

**Sponsor:** NEH

**Deadline:** Sponsor: Aug 12, 2020

**Award Info:**
- Maximum award amount $250,000
- Period of performance Six to Twenty-four months

**Description:** The Short Documentaries program supports the production and distribution of documentary films up to 30 minutes that engage audiences with humanities ideas in appealing ways. The program aims to extend the humanities to new audiences through the medium of short documentary films. Films must be grounded...

View Opportunity Details

### Research-Practice Partnership (RPP) Grants Program

**Sponsor:** Spencer Foundation

View Opportunity Details
**Award Info:** The Research-Practice Partnership (RPP) Grants Program is intended to support education research projects that engage in collaborative and participatory partnerships with project budgets up to $400,000 and durations of up to three years. We accept Intent to Apply forms once a year in this program.

**Description:** We view partnerships as an important approach to knowledge generation and the improvement of education, broadly construed. Over the long term, we anticipate that research conducted by RPPs will result in new insights into the processes, practices, and policies that improve education for students, educators,...

**Community Interventions to Address the Consequences of the COVID-19 Pandemic among Health Disparity and Vulnerable Populations (R01- Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor** NIH

**Deadlines** Sponsor: Aug 28, 2020

**Award Info:** Due dates: August 28, 2020; December 1, 2020

Application budgets are limited to $500,000 direct costs annually. The maximum period is 5 years.

**Description:** PAR-20-237 This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) encourages applications to implement and evaluate community interventions testing 1) the impacts of mitigation strategies to prevent COVID-19 transmission in NIH-designated health disparity populations and other vulnerable groups; and 2) already...
Opportunity includes full-time one year appointment and may be extended contingent upon project needs and funding availability. The maximum time a participant can remain in the ORISE program is five years from his/her initial start date.

NCSES is seeking participant involvement in a variety of interesting and original activities. These challenging projects make use of expertise from a variety of fields such as research and analysis, statistics, economics, survey methodology, demography, data science, data visualization, graphic...

Several internships will be granted beginning February 2020. Exact start dates will be determined at the time of selection and in coordination with the selected candidates. This may be a part-time or full-time internship.

This internship is for participants in a wide variety of fields including, but not limited to: Business Management, Communications and Graphic Design, Computer Sciences, Economics, Marketing, Mathematics and Statistics, and Survey Methodology.

The purpose of the Solar Energy Innovators Program is to enable selected applicants to conduct practical research on innovative solutions to the challenges faced by electric utilities, energy service providers, and electric public utility commissions as the levels of solar energy, as well as other...

For applications targeting PA-18-591 (Administrative Supplement), application budgets are limited to no more than the amount of the current parent award or $1,000,000 in direct costs, whichever is less, and must reflect the actual needs of the proposed project.

For applications targeting PA-18-935...

NOSI regarding the Availability of Urgent Competitive Revisions and Administrative Supplements for Research on Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Individuals with Down Syndrome for the INCLUDE Project

The purpose of the Solar Energy Innovators Program is to enable selected applicants to conduct practical research on innovative solutions to the challenges faced by electric utilities, energy service providers, and electric public utility commissions as the levels of solar energy, as well as other...

NOSI regarding the Availability of Emergency Competitive Revisions for Select Research Activities related to Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
### Award Info:
- The award project period of the Competitive Revision must not exceed two years.
- Application budgets should not exceed the annual amount of the current parent award and should reflect the actual needs of the proposed project. Exceptions will be considered on a case-by-case basis.
- Applications...

### Description:
NOT-AI-20-059
NIH is allowing the submission of applications for Competitive Revisions to active grants to increase and enhance select research efforts to facilitate the Federal SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 research response.

---

### FACULTY

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Award Info:**
- Budget: Application budgets are limited to the time and effort the postdoctoral fellow is devoting to the NCI funded research grant. The period of support for the supplement may be up to 6 months or for the duration of the funding hiatus experienced by the postdoctoral fellow, whichever is shorter.

**Description:**
NOT-CA-20-082
Through this Notice of Special Interest (NOSI), the National Cancer Institute (NCI) announces an opportunity for current NCI funded Principal Investigators whose postdoctoral fellows have temporarily lost stipend support from a non-profit funder because of the COVID-19 global pandemic...

---

### FACULTY
**Medical Research Award - Kleberg Foundation**

**Sponsor:** Robert J. Kleberg, Jr. and Helen C. Kleberg Foundation

**Award Info:**
- 3 year time frame. Does not allow indirect costs

**Description:**
The Foundation is seeking highly innovative and groundbreaking medical research proposals from top tier institutions in both basic biological and applied research that will have the greatest impact on scientific knowledge and human health. Proposals should be distinctive and novel in their approaches...

---

### FACULTY
**Mechanistic Studies of the Interaction between SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 and Diseases and Organ Systems of Interest to NIDDK (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor:** NIH

**Award Info:**
- Application budgets are limited to $250,000 in direct costs per year (exclusive of third-party facilities and administration. The maximum project period is 3 years.

**Description:**
RFA-DK-20-021
NIDDK solicits new research in human subjects or model organisms, using isolated tissues, cells, or in vivo approaches to delineate and address mechanisms by which people with diseases in the mission of NIDDK have poor outcomes from SARS-CoV-2 infection, including variable susceptibility...

---

### FACULTY
**Innovative Technology Experiences for Students and Teachers (ITEST)**

**Sponsor:** NSF

**Award Info:**
- ITEST expects to fund between 22 and 30 awards per year depending on the type of proposal and funding level.

**Description:**
FACULTY
POSTDOC
Medical Research Award - Kleberg Foundation

**Sponsor**
Robert J. Kleberg, Jr. and Helen C. Kleberg Foundation

**Award Info:**
- 3 year time frame. Does not allow indirect costs

**Description:**
The Foundation is seeking highly innovative and groundbreaking medical research proposals from top tier institutions in both basic biological and applied research that will have the greatest impact on scientific knowledge and human health. Proposals should be distinctive and novel in their approaches...

**FACULTY**
**Mechanistic Studies of the Interaction between SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 and Diseases and Organ Systems of Interest to NIDDK (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)**

**Sponsor**
NIH

**Award Info:**
- Application budgets are limited to $250,000 in direct costs per year (exclusive of third-party facilities and administration. The maximum project period is 3 years.

**Description:**
RFA-DK-20-021
NIDDK solicits new research in human subjects or model organisms, using isolated tissues, cells, or in vivo approaches to delineate and address mechanisms by which people with diseases in the mission of NIDDK have poor outcomes from SARS-CoV-2 infection, including variable susceptibility...

**FACULTY**
**Innovative Technology Experiences for Students and Teachers (ITEST)**

**Sponsor**
NSF

**Award Info:**
- ITEST expects to fund between 22 and 30 awards per year depending on the type of proposal and funding level.
# Award Info

ITEST expects to fund between 22 and 30 awards per year depending on the type of proposal and funding level.

- **ETD**
  - 6 to 8 awards for Exploring Theory and Design Principles for Innovations (ETD) with durations up to three years and budgets up to $400,000;

# Description

ITEST is an applied research and development (R&D) program providing direct student learning opportunities in pre-kindergarten through high school (PreK-12). The learning opportunities are based on innovative use of technology to strengthen knowledge and interest in science, technology, engineering,...

---

## 2021 Advanced Manufacturing Office Multi-Topic FOA

**Sponsor**: DOE  
**Anticipated Deadlines**: Internal: May 28, 2021  
**Limited Submission**: Limit: 1  
**Award Info**: Ranges based on sub-topic area. Limit of 1 application per sub-topic area

**Description**: AMO supports innovative, advanced-manufacturing applied research and development (R&D) projects that focus on specific, high-impact manufacturing technology and process challenges. AMO invests in foundational, energy-related, advanced-manufacturing processes (where energy costs are a determinant)....

---

## Dr. William E. Paul Distinguished Innovator Award in Lupus and Autoimmunity

**Sponsor**: Lupus Research Alliance  
**Deadlines**: Sponsor: May 14, 2020

**Award Info**: The Distinguished Innovator Awards provide outstanding scientists with substantial support (up to $250,000 per year for up to four years) to conduct novel research into the fundamental causes of systemic lupus erythematosus and so provide new directions towards a cure.

**Description**: The Lupus Research Alliance (URA) is the world’s leading private funder of lupus research. The organization’s mission is to improve treatments for lupus while advancing towards a cure through the support for research. At present, therapy for lupus is empiric and involves a variety

---

## NCI Outstanding Investigator Award (R35 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)

**Sponsor**: NIH  
**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Nov 6, 2020

**Award Info**: Awards will be for $600,000 direct costs per year, plus applicable Facilities and Administrative (F&A) costs to be determined at the time of award. The total project period may not exceed 7 years.

**Description**: The Outstanding Investigator Award (R35) is meant to support the cancer research program of individual scientists of exceptional creativity, demonstrated outstanding research productivity, and seminal past contributions in cancer research. The objective of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Outstanding...

---

## US-ISRAEL BINATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FUND

**Sponsor**: Bard/Binational Agriculture Research & Dev Fu  
**Deadlines**: Sponsor: Aug 15, 2020
### YOUNG INV

**Mallinckrodt Grant 2021**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Mallinckrodt <a href="#">External Link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Internal: Jun 19, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: Aug 1, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limit: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission</td>
<td>Applied: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Award Info:** The regular grants provide $60,000 per year for a period of up to three years. No indirect costs are allowed.

**Description:** The mission of the Foundation is to support early stage investigators engaged in basic biomedical research that has the potential to significantly advance the understanding, diagnosis or treatment of disease.

Each institution is allowed to submit one proposal. Applicants should be in the first...

[Apply](#) [View Opportunity Details](#)

### FACULTY

**Innovations in Graduate Education (IGE) Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>NSF <a href="#">External Link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Internal: Sep 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: Nov 4, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limit: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission</td>
<td>Applied: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Award Info:** IGE Awards (6 to 10 anticipated in FY 2021) are expected to be up to three (3) years in duration with a total budget between $300,000 and $500,000.

**Description:** The Innovations in Graduate Education (IGE) program is designed to encourage the development and implementation of bold, new, and potentially transformative approaches to STEM graduate education training. The program seeks proposals that explore ways for graduate students in research-based master’s and...

[Apply](#) [View Opportunity Details](#)

### FACULTY

**Partnerships for Innovation (PFI) (Research Partnerships track) - January 2021**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>NSF <a href="#">External Link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Internal: Dec 1, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: Jan 13, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limit: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission</td>
<td>Applied: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Award Info:** The budget for PFI-RP proposals is up to $550,000 for 36 months. Approximately 10-15 awards are anticipated. Deadlines in January and July. Only limited for PFI-RP (Research Partnerships) track.

**Description:** The Research Partnerships (PFI-RP) track seeks to achieve the same goals as the PFI-TT track by supporting instead complex, multi-faceted technology development projects that are typically beyond the scope of a single researcher or institution and require a multi-organizational, interdisciplinary, synergistic...

[Apply](#) [View Opportunity Details](#)

### FACULTY

**NSF Innovation Corps Hubs Program (I-CorpsTM Hubs)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>NSF <a href="#">External Link</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deadlines</td>
<td>Internal: Feb 1, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsor: Apr 1, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limit: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission</td>
<td>Applied: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### NSF I-Corps Hub awardees

**Award Info:** NSF I-Corps Hub awardees to be supported at a level of up to $3,000,000 per year for up to five years. All funds are awarded to the Principal institution; Partner and Affiliate members receive funding as subawardees.

**Description:** Through this solicitation, NSF seeks to create the structure required to support the expansion of the NSF I-Corps Program throughout the community of NSF-funded researchers, local and regional entrepreneurial communities, and other federal agencies. The resulting National Innovation Network (NIN) will...

**Deadlines**
- Internal: Jun 1, 2021
- Sponsor: Jul 14, 2021

**Award Info:** Direct costs are limited to $250,000 annually. Maximum 5 years. Indirect costs are capped at 8% Due dates: July 13, 2021; July 13, 2022

**Description:** The NIH Research Education Program (R25) supports research education activities in the mission areas of the NIH. The overarching goal of this R25 program is to support educational activities that complement and/or enhance the training of a workforce to meet the nation's biomedical, behavioral...

**Deadlines**
- Internal: Oct 27, 2020
- Sponsor: Dec 8, 2020

**Award Info:** Due dates: April 8, August 8, December 8 Internal deadlines: June 27, February 26, October 27

**Description:** The objective of the NCI Predoctoral to Postdoctoral Fellow Transition Award (F99/K00 Clinical Trial Not Allowed) is to identify and encourage outstanding graduate students who are recognized by their institutions as having high potential and strong interest in pursuing careers as independent cancer researchers...

**Deadlines**
- Internal: Feb 17, 2021
- Sponsor: Jun 18, 2021

---

The University of Texas at Dallas Office of Research. Questions? Contact Us